Respondent Name
Citizens for Community Driven Prosperity
Complainant Name
Glen Morgan
Complaint Description
Glen Morgan reported via the portal, a day ago
To whom it may concern,
It has come to my attention that the “Citizens for Community Driven Prosperity PAC”
may have violated Washington State’s campaign finance laws (RCW 42.17A)
1) Failure to accurately name the PAC (attempt to conceal the primary sponsor)
(Violation of RCW 42.17A.005 (46)(i), RCW 42.17A.205 and WAC 390-16-011A)
This PAC has violated Washington State’s campaign finance laws by failing to properly name
the PAC itself. RCW 42.17A.005 (46)(i) clearly requires the name of this PAC to be called
“Citizens for Community Driven Prosperity PAC”(Sponsored by Community Driven
Prosperity) because the only contribution received by this PAC (See attached C3 - $9,500
contribution) represents the only contributions received by this PAC since inception, which is
far more than the 80% threshold required to identify the sponsor of the PAC in the name of the
PAC itself (See WAC 390-16-011A). The PAC is incorrectly identified and named on its
C1PC. This PAC’s C3s and C4s at least indicate the founders of this PAC were aware of how
to comply with this statute, however, they do not use the correct name either.
This PAC must refile their C1 to comply with this statute. Additionally, they must correctly fix
all the filed C3s and C4s from inception to present to correctly reflect the name of this PAC.
2) Attempt to conceal the donor and sponsor of this PAC (Violation of RCW
42.17A.235, .240, and .750(2)(a))
It should be noted that the only identified donor to this secretive PAC has a similar name as
this PAC, yet does not appear to be a registered LLC or Non-Profit on file with the
Washington State Secretary of State. It appears this was a false name used to conceal the true
identity of the prime sponsor for this PAC and to hide this information from the public. In
addition to clearly violating RCW 42.17A. 235 and RCW 42.17A.240 with the information
submitted on the C3 (see attached), this would indicate a willingness to violate the law with
malice which would make it also a violation subject to specific penalties as outlined in RCW
42.17A.750(2)(a).
Please let me know if you need further information on this violation.

Best Regards,
Glen Morgan
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What impact does the alleged violation(s) have on the public?
The public has a right to know who is really sponsoring secretive dark money PACs like this.
They have a right to know who the real donors are. These groups can't hide behind secretive
shell organizations that don't really exist in order to conceal the identities of the donors.
List of attached evidence or contact information where evidence may be found
see attached C3
List of potential witnesses with contact information to reach them
Anyone who can be found associated with this PAC (officers, treasurer)
Certification (Complainant)
I certify (or declare) under penalty of perjury under the laws of the State of Washington that
information provided with this complaint is true and correct to the best of my knowledge and
belief.
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